Tuscany Dashboard

This page provides you with links to resources about SCA and Tuscany.

### Tuscany Bookmarks

- Problem reporting
- Tuscany Public Wiki
- Tuscany Website Wiki
- User Discussion Archives
- User Discussion Archives (incubator)
- Dev Discussion Archives
- Dev Discussion Archives (incubator)

### SCA Specifications

- OASIS Open CSA
- Osoa.org
- SCA Assembly Model V1.00
- SCA Policy Framework V1.00
- SCA Transaction Policy V1.00
- SCA Java Common Annotations and APIs V1.00
- SCA Java Component Implementation V1.00
- SCA Spring Component Implementation V1.00
- SCA BPEL Client and Implementation V1.00
- SCA C++ Client and Implementation V1.00
- SCA Web Services Binding V1.00
- SCA JMS Binding V1.00
- SCA EJB Session Bean Binding V1.00
- SCA JCA Binding V1.00
- Chinese Translation

### Learning SCA

- Your First SCA application
- Introduction to SCA by David Chappel
- Open CSA SCA Tutorial
- Henning Blohm - Setting Out for SCA
- What is SCA
- Building SOA with Apache Tuscany
- SCA and OSGi and Spring
- SCA and ESBs
- SCA & BPEL

### Learning Tuscany

- SCA Video Series
- Your first SCA application with Tuscany
- User Documentations
- Developer Documentations
- Latest Source Code
- Latest Release